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Introducing the Dutch hydrogen ecosystem
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS

• Due to its closeness to North Sea offshore wind farms and natural gas 
pipelines, the Netherlands is well positioned for a renewable or low-
carbon hydrogen economy. Rotterdam is Europe’s largest container 
harbor and industrial center, and a source of hydrogen demand. Dutch 
salt caves and depleted natural gas supplies could store hydrogen.

• Renewable energy in the Netherlands is a top priority. The Dutch 
government has adopted a Hydrogen strategy to boast production and 
use of low carbon hydrogen.

• The Netherlands houses Europe’s first ‘Hydrogen Valley’ after 
receiving European funding in 2019.

• We offer a highly developed manufacturing industry, with hundreds of 
companies in all parts of the value chain, from hydrogen production, 
distribution and storage.



Introducing the Dutch hydrogen ecosystem
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS

• Some recent additions to our hydrogen cluster:

• Ørsted - One of the World’s Largest Renewable Hydrogen Plants in 
the Netherlands

• DNV - Hydrogen innovation center of DNV GL on Campus Groningen

• Nedstack - Advanced Fuel Cell Manufacturing Centre

https://investinholland.com/news/orsted-to-develop-one-of-the-worlds-largest-renewable-hydrogen-plants-in-the-netherlands/#:%7E:text=Denmark%2Dbased%20%C3%98rsted%2C%20the%20world,through%20a%20cross%2Dborder%20pipeline.
https://investinholland.com/news/orsted-to-develop-one-of-the-worlds-largest-renewable-hydrogen-plants-in-the-netherlands/#:%7E:text=Denmark%2Dbased%20%C3%98rsted%2C%20the%20world,through%20a%20cross%2Dborder%20pipeline.
https://campus.groningen.nl/en/news/hydrogen-innovation-center-of-dnv-gl-on-campus-groningen
https://nedstack.com/en/news/nedstack-advanced-fuel-cell-manufacturing-centre-break-gigawatt-production-capacity-barrier


The Netherlands
UNIQUE SELLING POINTS 

Competitive cost
for labor, real estate and transport

Strong logistics sector
#1 logistics
hub in Europe

#2 producer of green 
hydrogen in Europe

Efficient logistics services empowered by

innovation and collaboration

Proximity to European markets

170 million consumers
within a 500 kilometers radius

World class and competitive  
business environment:

no VAT payment  
at import

3 mainports
for air, data and sea

Excellent connectivity
to Europe and all continents



9 million m³

The Netherlands is Europe’s 

2nd largest hydrogen 

producer, with an annual 

production of over 9 million 

m3 of (fossil-based) 

hydrogen.

4 GW / 2030

To enable large-scale 

production of carbon-neutral 

hydrogen, the Dutch goal is to 

have installed 4 GW of 

electrolyser capacity by 2030 

(10% of the total EU target for 

that year). The Northern 

Netherlands alone is aiming 

for annual production of 65 

Petajoules (PJ) of clean 

hydrogen by 2030.

11 GW / 2030

Offshore wind power is a 

crucial enabler of scaling up 

the production of carbon-

neutral hydrogen.

Planned projects in the Dutch 

sector of the North Sea add 

up to 11 GW of offshore wind 

capacity by 2030, while there 

is enough space for a further 

scale-up to 20-40 GW.

136,000 km 

The Netherlands already has 

over 1,000 km of dedicated 

hydrogen pipeline. The 

country’s natural gas grid 

(136,000 km of pipeline) can 

be retrofitted to transport 

hydrogen at acceptable cost. 

This will accelerate the 

development of a ‘national 

hydrogen backbone’, which 

could be ready by 2026.

The Netherlands is

strategically located at

the heart of the European 

hydrogen infrastructure 

proposed by 11 European 

grid operators. Addressable

regional demand in

Northwestern Europe

alone is estimated at

400 PJ by 2030.

The Dutch hydrogen ecosystem
FACTS AND FIGURES



Hydrogen Value Chain



Ecosystem
DUTCH VALUE CHAIN FOR HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY

Hydrogen
production

on Off Shore
Import

Hydrogen
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distribution

storage
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Applications
Industrial

Applied technology
IT

Testing & 
Validation Service

HyGear
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Engie
Air Products
HCC Hydrogen
Chemistry Company
Orsted North Seaport
Nouryon
Port of Rotterdam
Port of Amsterdam
HyCC
ABB
Vestas
North Sea Port
VoltH2
SeaH2Land
Roger Energy
Circul8
Veolia
Neptune Energy
Nobian
Hygro
H2gateway

Gasunie
Port of Amsterdam
Port of Rotterdam
Groningen Seaports
Port of Eemshaven
Northsea Port
Airproducts
Vattenfall
TenneT
Hanwha
Engie
Eneco
RWE
Shell
BP
Total
Air Liquide
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Nord Sea Port
Bol van Staveren
Westfalen
Nproxx
Fountain Fuel

University Delft
University Eindhoven
University Twente
University Groningen
University Maastricht
TNO Faraday Lab
TNO Helmond / Holst
Automotive Campus - Helmond
Connectr Arnhem
HAN University of Applied Sciences
HZ University of Applied Sciences
KWR
Kiwa
EnTranCe
Hydrogen Delta
WUR
Brightlands Chemelot
JRC
AMOLF
CWI
RWTH University Aachen (D)
Fraunhofer (D)
Meet Munster (D)

Nedstack
Hyet
Hydron Energy
HyMove
Hymatters
Holthausen
VDL Energy
DAF
Ebusco
Schaeffler
Tata Steel
Air Liquide
MTSA
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Dow
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Engie
Siemens Energy
Thyssenkrupp
EBN
Hauzer techno coating
PEM-Motion
WAviatER
Yara

Thomassen energy
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HAN Automotive
Remeha
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Siemens
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Plug Power Electrolizers
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DNV H2 InnovationCentre
DEKRA
Tüv Rheinland
KIWA
IPKW Arnhem
UL
NLR
Forschungscentre Julich (D)
HySolar
Hydrohub MegaWatt Test 
Center

Resato
H2 Fuel
Everfuel
Sulzer Turbo Services
Orangegas
Hynetwork Services
Holthausen Energy points



Using our existing infrastructure
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands’ 136,000 km of gas pipelines offer unique opportunities to 
develop a hydrogen backbone. The network that is being developed will
connect regional backbones with each other, with large clusters of 
industrial consumers and port facilities, also at the North Sea, as well as 
with storage facilities and grids outside the Netherlands. 85% of the 
backbone is expected to consist of reused gas infrastructure.

Examples:
• An existing oil and gas platform off the Dutch coast is being converted to 

the world’s first offshore hydrogen platform. Electricity generated by 
offshore wind turbines will be used to convert seawater into 
demineralized water and to power a 1 MW electrolyser producing clean 
hydrogen.

• In the province of Zeeland an existing, 12-kilometer natural gas 
pipeline has been adapted to transport (residual) hydrogen from 
Dow Chemical’s production site in Terneuzen to Yara’s fertilizer plant in 
nearby Sluiskil. The initiative has allowed the two chemical companies 
to achieve CO2 savings of 10,000 tonnes per year.



Using our existing natural gas infrastructure
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS



Using our existing infrastructure & North Sea wind
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS



Innovation Strategy 



Leading in 7 areas
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

The Netherlands aims to be a significant contributor to the 
European industry by acting as a major player in bringing hydrogen 
technology to the market in seven predominant areas:

1. Hydrogen production on and offshore

2. Re-using existing Oil Gas infra

3. Hydrogen Import

4. Hydrogen distribution and storage

5. End use industry, mobility and built environment

6. Safety and data security (incl. testing)

7. Hydrogen networks and Partnerships



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

In July 2022, Shell announced FID on Holland Hydrogen I, a 200MW 
electrolyser project at the Port of Rotterdam. This is the first commercial-
scale hydrogen project to be given the green light in the Netherlands and
the first large-scale renewable hydrogen scheme that Shell has progressed
to this stage. The renewable hydrogen produced at Holland Hydrogen I, will 
supply the Shell Energy and Chemicals Park at Rotterdam, by way of the 
HyTransPort pipeline 1.  

A bunch of other onshore hydrogen production projects are underway –
some in feasibility studies, some in concept stage, some are close to FID.
Large companies (Supply/Trade, Port Authorities, Industries) are involved in
this projects

https://www.shell.com/media/news-and-media-releases/2022/shell-to-start-building-europes-largest-renewable-hydrogen-plant.html


Harness the power of the North Sea
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

The North Sea Wind Power Hub is developing a solid knowledge base to unlock the offshore
wind potential of the North Sea.

https://northseawindpowerhub.eu/


Important H2 Projects



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen Production On andOff shore
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Re-using existing O&G infrastructure
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

• Project PsHydon, the purposing existing offshore infrastructure.
• An existing oil and gas platform off the Dutch coast is being

converted to the world’s first offshore hydrogen platform.
Electricity generated by offshore wind turbines will be used to
convert seawater into demineralized water and to power a 1 MW
electrolyser producing clean hydrogen.

• PosHYdon integrates three energy systems in the North Sea: 
offshore wind, offshore gas and offshore hydrogen and will take 
place on Neptune Energy's Q13a-A platform.

• This producing production platform is the first fully electrified 
platform in the Dutch North Sea.

• Poshydon | Green Hydrogen Energy

https://poshydon.com/nl/home/


Re-using existing O&G infra structure
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Import of Hydrogen
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

• Since hydrogen gas is not suitable for long-range transportation, 
suppliers can (1) liquefy hydrogen, (2) convert it to ammonia, (3) or
bind it to a liquid organic hydrogen transporter (LOHC). If each stage
of the value chain uses green energy (fuel and/or electricity) and
hydrogen is produced from low-carbon sources, all three transport
carriers can be considered low-carbon.

• The optimal choice of a carrier depends on the intended end use,
purity requirements and transport and storage needs. Several
carriers are under investigation

• Ammonia
• Sodium Borohydride
• LOHC
• Methylcyclohexane



Import of Hydrogen by Ammonia 
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Import of Hydrogen by Ammonia 
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Import of Hydrogen by Sodium Borohydride
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Import of Hydrogen by LOHC 
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Import of Hydrogen by methylcyclohexane 
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen storage
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen storage
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen storage
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen storage
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen storage
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



End use industry, mobility and built environment
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY

• On Shore power and emergency power and power generation.
• Energy intensive industrial processes (e.g. glass, food, ceramic 

and steel production) for graduate transition from natural gas to 
hydrogen (page 93).

• Infrastructure hydrogen fueling stations initiatives.
• Applications in mobility cars, busses, heavy duty trucks, trains 

excavators, water taxies, aircrafts.
• Hydrogen hospital Rijnstate first hospital on hydrogen -

H2Platform.
• Local DNO Enexis, Alliander, Stedin projects.



On Shore power and emergency power and 
power generation

DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Energy intensive industrial processes
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen fueling stations initiatives 
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Applications in mobility (1)
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Applications in mobility (2)
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen hospital
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Local DNO Enexis, Alliander, Stedin projects
DUTCH HYDROGEN INNOVATION STRATEGY



Hydrogen networks and partnerships



HyDelta Research
HYDROGEN NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

HyDelta Research, a Dutch national research program, aims to removing 
barriers towards a large-scale implementation of hydrogen in the Netherlands
and in particular the safe integration of hydrogen into the existing gas
transport and distribution infrastructure.



Hydrogen Network Netherlands
HYDROGEN NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

• Gasunie; building a national network – including underground 
hydrogen storage - that will link up hydrogen supply and demand.

• Hydrogen network Netherlands; five industrial clusters will be
linked to each other, to foreign countries and to hydrogen storage
facilities. 85% of the hydrogen network will consist of recycled
natural gas pipelines. Current plans call for the first parts of the
national network to be available in 2025. These are located in the
northern part of the Netherlands, and a link with northern Germany
will already have been established by then. In addition, several
industry clusters (in the IJmond and Rijnmond regions) are working 
together with local industrial players on regional hydrogen
networks. Around 2025, a start will be made on connecting the
regional pipelines with each other, with foreign countries and with
hydrogen storage facilities, so that they become part of the national
and the future European hydrogen network.

https://www.gasunie.nl/en/projects/hydrogen-network-netherlands


Hyready database
HYDROGEN NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

• Database on Consequences of Adding H₂ to NG Networks
• This HyReady project aims to encourage the industry to “Be ready 

for Hydrogen”. Practical and  uniform engineering guidelines are 
being developed to support the introduction of hydrogen to the  gas 
grid (from transmission systems to end-users). Results are easily 
available from a Wiki site.



Boosting Hydrogen Economy in the Euregio
Meuse-Rhine

HYDROGEN NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

• A consortium of nine partners is joining forces to boost the 
development of clean hydrogen innovation, demonstration and 
knowledge sharing in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, as a first step towards 
the large-scale roll-out of a clean hydrogen economy. The intention is 
to develop new hydrogen applications where it makes sense, for 
example in the field of transport or industrial processes. The parties 
involved draw up plans and visions, but also organize inspiration and 
demonstration sessions.



HyNorth Connecting Initiatives
HYDROGEN NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

HyNorth is the result of the Hydrogen North Netherlands Investment Plan 
from 2020. “We want to look at the  dependencies between projects and 
identify where projects are missing that are necessary for the hydrogen  
ecosystem. At HyNorth, we want to join forces in the North by bringing 
governments, businesses and  knowledge centers together. We want to 
connect supply and demand by seeking out collaboration. The  challenge is to 
grow this to gigawatt scale.”



Knowledge Centers



Knowledge hotspots
KNOWLEDGE – HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY

Holst Centre, part of TNO | Helmond

Energy Initiative | Delft

Centre for Electrochemistry | Amsterdam

Energy & Health Campus (incl. TNO-Faraday Lab, 
Europe’s largest hydrogen research facility, Solar 
lab, Battery lab) former ECN | Petten

Fraunhofer Project Center | Enschede

Institute for Renewable Energy (EIRES) | Eindhoven
Brightlands Chemelot Campus | Geleen
Brightsite plasma lab

EnTranCe | Groningen

IPKW Hydrogen Hub | Arnhem

H2Hub | Almelo

HAN University of Applied Sciences | Arnhem
KWR Water Research Institute | Nieuwegein

NSCA Hydrogen Hub | Amsterdam

Connectr | Arnhem

https://www.tno.nl/en/newsroom/2021/02/new-tno-hydrogen-lab-brings-hydrogen/
https://www.tudelft.nl/h2platform
https://www.amcel.nl/?cb
https://www.tno.nl/en/technology-science/labs/faraday-lab/
https://www.tno.nl/en/technology-science/labs/faraday-lab/
https://www.tno.nl/en/technology-science/labs/faraday-lab/
https://fip.utwente.nl/
https://www.tue.nl/en/research/institutes/eindhoven-institute-for-renewable-energy-systems/
https://www.brightlands.com/en/brightlands-chemelot-campus/sustainable-processes/green-hydrogen
https://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/news/new-plasmalab-enables-sustainable-future-chemical-industry
https://www.en-tran-ce.org/en/projects/hydrogen/
https://www.ipkw.nl/bedrijven/hyet-hydrogen/
https://www.h2hubtwente.nl/#Weglot-en
https://www.hydromotive.nl/en
https://www.kwrwater.nl/en/
https://www.portofamsterdam.com/sites/default/files/2021-10/Hydrogen%20Hub%20NZKG_uk_v06_LR%2005-10.pdf
https://www.connectr.nu/


Lab facilities & tech hubs



Clean Mobility Center | Arnhem

Test, analyse, and research – Automotive Campus | HelmondHolst Centre - Open-Innovation by imec and TNO | Eindhoven

Battery safety test lab | Enschede

IPKW Living labs Arnhem

Advanced battery technology Centre | Enschede

H2EnergyLab - RDM Centre of Expertise | Rotterdam

Fieldlab Industrial Electrification  | Rotterdam

The Green Village | Delft

Marine Energy Technologies Innovation Park | Den Helder

Investa Biomass Gasification + Green Gas | Alkmaar

Hydrohub MegaWatt Test Center | Groningen

Hydrogen Innovation Network Groningen (WING)

Test & Validation Facilities
KNOWLEDGE – HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY & EV RELATED

(D) PEM Motion Aachen

(D) Meet Munster

Connectr | Arnhem

https://www.cleanmobility.eu/
https://www.automotivecampus.com/en/about-the-campus/test-facilities
https://www.holstcentre.com/focus-markets/energy/
https://www.dnv.com/news/dnv-and-dutch-emergency-services-to-open-battery-safety-test-lab-203662
https://www.ipkw.nl/
https://www.utwente.nl/en/energy/research/twente-centre-advanced-battery-technology/
https://www.rdmcoe.nl/projecten/h2energylab/
https://flie.nl/
https://thegreenvillage.org/en/
https://investinnhn.com/news/new-innovation-center-in-den-helder/
https://en.investa.org/
https://pem-motion.com/en/company/
https://www.uni-muenster.de/MEET/en/
https://www.connectr.nu/


Hydrogen Innovation Center Groningen (NEW)
KNOWLEDGE – HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY

This ultramodern Center of DNV on the Zernike Campus provides a broad 
range of services to assure the compliance of fuels (Biogas/ Hydrogen), 
systems or technologies with applicable standards. This center with 80 
experts delivers laboratory services with a unique and comprehensive 
portfolio of testing and validation capabilities, backed by strong 
multidisciplinary knowledge and experience in the oil and gas sector.

The technology services include:

• Performance assessment of downstream and renewable energy 
technologies

• Fuel interchangeability and end-use equipment testing

• Fuel composition monitoring, metering and custody transfer

• Independent innovation support and fuel technology demonstration

• Engine and combustion technology testing

• Impact assessment of new fuels on pipelines and facilities

• Fuel (re)loading and conditioning

• Technology integration support and optimization.



Talent



Availability of talent
FINDING YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYEES

Universities all over the country offer education related to the development of 

hydrogen technology. Some examples are:

• Almelo: H2 Hub Twente

• Amsterdam: Van 't Hoff Institute for Molecular Sciences

• Arnhem: Electrical and Electronic Engineering

• Arnhem: Energy innovation – CONNECTR

• Arnhem: HAN H2Lab

• Delft: Sustainable Hydrogen Electrical Energy

• Eindhoven: Sustainable Energy Technology

• Rotterdam: Erasmus University Rotterdam

• Eindhoven: Electrical and Electronic Engineering

• Enschede: Inorganic Materials Science (IMS)

• Enschede: Faculty of Engineering Technology (ET)

• Groningen: Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials

• Groningen: Centre of Expertise Energie

• Groningen: EnTranCe | Centre of Expertise Energy – Hanze

• Utrecht: Materials Chemistry and Catalysis

• Maastricht Faculty of Science and Engineering Plasma Physics

• Aachen (D) University Aachen: Center for Sustainable Hydrogen Systems

• Munster (D): Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

https://www.h2hubtwente.nl/
https://hims.uva.nl/
https://hanuniversity.com/en/programs/bachelor/electrical-and-electronic-engineering/fulltime/
https://www.connectr.nu/en/
https://www.han.nl/projecten/2019/han-h2lab/
https://ocw.tudelft.nl/courses/sustainable-hydrogen-electrical-energy-storage/
https://www.tue.nl/en/education/graduate-school/master-sustainable-energy-technology
https://www.eur.nl/en
https://fontys.edu/Bachelors-masters/Bachelors/Electrical-Electronic-Engineering.htm
https://www.utwente.nl/en/tnw/ims/
https://www.utwente.nl/en/et/
https://www.rug.nl/research/zernike/organisation/
https://research.hanze.nl/nl/organisations/centre-of-expertise-energy
https://www.hanze.nl/nld/onderzoek/speerpunten/energie/onderzoek/onderzoeksfaciliteiten/onderzoeksfaciliteit-entrance
https://www.uu.nl/en/research/materials-chemistry-and-catalysis
https://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/meta/426616/plasma-physics
https://www.h2.rwth-aachen.de/go/id/qdrlu/?lidx=1
https://www.lmu.de/en/index.html


Fiscal Climate & Incentives



Innovation box
VARIETY OF NATIONAL INCENTIVES: TAX BREAKS

Effective tax rate of only 9% for R&D income
• Companies can benefit from an effective tax rate of 

only 9% for R&D income from patented and 
unpatented intangible assets which:
• have been developed by the taxpayer, and;
• for which an R&D statement (“WBSO verklaring") 

has been obtained

The main features of the Innovation Box
• The lower tax rate of 9% is claimed in the corporate 

income tax return filed by the taxpayer. The effective 
tax rate is achieved by using the following formula: 
9/25 (regular corporate income tax rate) of the total 
amount of net earnings stemming from the 
intangible asset that has been allocated to the 
innovation box is recognized as taxable profit which 
is taxed at the regular corporate income tax rate.

• Losses/expenses incurred in respect of intangible 
assets to which the innovation box applies are 

deductible at the normal tax rate of 15%- 25%, i.e., 
the innovation box will only apply after recovery of 
those losses and expenses at the regular rate.

• There is a restriction with respect to the level of 
income that can be allocated to the innovation box 
(“modified nexus” approach). Relevant is whether 
R&D will be performed in-house or not, and how 
R&D costs are divided between related parties. This 
implies that the more R&D activities are outsourced 
to related parties, the less profits can be allocated to 
the intangible assets resulting from such R&D 
activities.

• To make the innovation box more accessible and 
appealing to SMEs, a flat-rate regulation is 
introduced. On request, 25% of the profit will be 
designated as Innovation Box benefits, whereby the 
flat rate will be capped at € 25,000. A company may 
decide on an annual basis whether or not to apply 
the flat-rate regime.

• The application of the Innovation Box is optional. 



Selection of additional national incentives and initiatives
VARIETY OF NATIONAL INCENTIVES: TAX BREAKS AND INVESTMENT FUND

• The WBSO is a tax incentive scheme that offers 
compensation for part of a company’s research and 
development (R&D) wage costs, other costs, and 
expenditures. 

• The Energy Investment Allowance (EIA) is a tax 
incentive intended for companies that invest in 
energy-saving installations, or that make use of 
sustainable energy; they can deduct 45.5% of the 
invested sum from their taxable profits from the year 
in which the goods are purchased.

• The MIA scheme is a tax incentive that allows 
companies to deduct up to 36% of the cost of an 
environmentally friendly investment from the fiscal 
profit on the regular depreciation. 

• The Vamil scheme is a tax incentive that lets a 
company decide for itself when to write off the 
investment costs. This provides an advantage in 
liquidity and interest.

• The Offsetting job-related investment reduction 
(BIK) is an investment discount introduced because 
of the Corona crisis. It enables you to, under certain 
conditions, offset part of your investments against 
your payroll taxes. NB: The EC has yet to approve this measure.

• InvestNL: an investment fund with the Dutch 
government as 100% shareholder, financing 
companies that make the Netherlands more 
sustainable and innovative. With an equity capital of 
€1.7 billion, its initial focus is on energy transition and 
innovative fast-growing companies (scale-ups).



The Netherlands as a partner in Europe
HYDROGEN IN THE NETHERLANDS

• Dutch initiatives are closely aligned with European partners and 
EU-wide innovation programs. 

• Examples include: 
• Horizon Europe, an ambitious program and 100 billion Euro 

investment fund, with which the European Commission and 
member states seek to boost Europe’s global competitiveness. 
Hydrogen is a prominent topic in this program, which includes the 
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), a public-
private collaboration aimed at boosting research, technological 
development and demonstration projects. 

• The largest project to receive funding from the EU’s 
Connecting Europe Facility (EU-CEF) program is a Dutch 
initiative: TSO 2020. This project is aimed at developing a cross-
border energy network in which surplus renewable energy from 
Germany and North Sea wind farms is converted into hydrogen in 
the Netherlands, which is then distributed to Dutch and German 
consumers.



Business Community & Support



We roll out the orange carpet
INVEST IN HOLLAND NETWORK

We connect you
with local networks, regulators, 
clusters and consultants.

We organize
custom-made fact finding trips for 
your investment project.

We inform you
about incentives, business locations, 
regulations and procedures.

We provide
confidential and free support.

Invest in Holland is the national network of the Netherlands Foreign Investment 
Agency (NFIA), an operational unit of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Climate Policy, and our regional and local partners. Together we support foreign 
companies to set up and expand their business in the Netherlands.



We welcomeyou!
INVEST IN HOLLAND NETWORK

Mark Reijneker
COUNTRY DIRECTOR | NFIA SOUTH AFRICA

mark@nfia-southafrica.com
+27 60 890 7066

Fons de Zeeuw
DIRECTOR INTERNATIONAL | OOST NL

fons.dezeeuw@oostnl.nl
+31 6 1214 0935



We welcomeyou!
HYDROGEN FOCUSTEAM INVEST IN HOLLAND NETWORK

Elmar Bouma
SECTOR MANAGER ENERGY

INVEST IN HOLLAND NETWORK/ NFIA

elmar.bouma@rvo.nl
+31 6 29 16 30 44

Bernold Kemperink
CHAIRMAN FOCUS TEAM HYDROGEN

bernold.kemperink@oostnl.nl
+31 6 28 87 60 89
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